On Sunday, May 3, a tradition will leave the LaGrange College campus. This tradition is the bag lunches that LC students have been receiving on Sunday evening. In place of these sack lunch, there will be a regular meal served by the cafeteria.

This change in policy marks the beginning of a new system in the management of the school's cafeteria. Mr. David Evans, the present manager, will take over full personal responsibility as the head of the new food service for LaGrange college.

Due to rising costs, especially the tremendous rise in the cost of food, Campus Chefs was forced to raise its price in order to maintain the necessities of running a cafeteria. Problems that face him. He had had plenty of experience in the field of food preparation. For thirty-five years he has been involved in cafeterias, mostly as a chief. The last ten years he has spent as manager of cafeteria.

When asked what changes he plans to make in the operation of the cafeteria, Mr. Evans replied with the statement that he would consider many things and try those that seemed most feasible. Having worked here as manager for several years, he feels that he already has a pretty good idea of what the problems are.

"Of the way things were before," Mr. Evans went on, "I prepared the menus and sent them to Campus Chefs for approval. They would send them back with any changes or suggestions that they wanted. Other than that, I had pretty much control over the running of this place."

"As for specific changes, besides the addition of a regular meal on Sunday night, I would also like to have a special meal once a month -- say a buffet-style where the students could serve themselves."

"Mr. Evans went on to discuss his other plans for the cafeteria which include more variety in the food served. This will mean that every student's choice for each meal, his plans for getting into the kitchen more to help with the actual preparation of the food, and perhaps most important of all, he expressed a desire for the Student Government to pick five or so students to sit on a committee to meet with him once a month to discuss student complaints and to help with suggestions for a better and a more varied menu."

Mr. Evans closed by saying that it was his sincere desire to help students in any way he could, and if they would try to understand the problems in regards to the difficulty of running a cafeteria such as the one here, he felt sure that this venture would be an enjoyable one for both the students and himself.

Continued on Page 4

**Delta Tau Delta**

Shown are charter members of Delta Tau Delta, LC’s newest national fraternity.

**Sigma Nu Pi**

Continued on Page 4

**Student Government Installs Officers During Assembly**

In a short assembly program on April 1, 1970, the Student Government Association officers for the 1969-71 school year were installed. Ed Frazier, recently elected President, delivered a farewell address which consisted of a letter written by him to Charles Stevens, the newly-elected President. Stevens was then sworn into office by Frazier.

Charles Stevens delivered this inaugural speech in which he renewed his campaign pledge to work towards a better relationship between the students, faculty and administration, a more liberal viewpoint towards independents, improved school spirit and upgraded LaGrange College standards.

Other officers were then installed, including Stan Moor, Men's Vice-President; Pam Zirkle, Secretary; and Jessie Stagler, Treasurer.
Assemblies

At the close of last quarter this campus saw a most unusual and interesting occurrence. This was the assembly program which featured Rev. Wilhite in discussion with the student body when the scheduled speaker failed to arrive.

There are various opinions on the topic under discussion. But the method of question-answer that was established is the cause of my editorial this week. Even though both speaker and students were unprepared and the speaker was not an authority in the subject matter, I feel that we definitely accomplished something.

The matter of assembly attendance is an old one which has been kicked around quite a lot, and some changes have been made. It seems that the main gripe is that the assemblies are not interesting anymore. The only drawback is that this school cannot afford to hire an authority on his subject. I prefer campus-related subjects.

George Trel: I enjoyed the program of the last assembly both subject and method. I admire the frankness of assembly presentation, even if the speaker. This stimulated my mind, in my opinion, less than a thousand words is not as much as we need; the assembly were not required. I would like to see an issue pro and con — with off-campus and even more of the good, than you may have been aware of in the past. This will cause you to wonder why we have professional cynics that continuously cut down or deplore their alma mater. In some cases, it will merely be people who think that it is not cool to admire or be proud of their college. In other cases it will be those who just plainly do not have faith in anything. Sometimes it will be those who do not try or want to see the good. In any case, it shall be your responsibility to try to convince the doomsayers that their diplomas will only be as good as this school and that this school will be only as strong as the students make it. Attempt to instill some sort of optimism or pride into the students at LaGrange College in them. Convince them that, indeed, we have every reason to have that our tide runs strong.

David Mith: The idea was good, the subject was not. If speakers and topics were good, if students would take interest, the discussion approach would be better, I prefer topics of college life, not strictly academic.

Mr. Thomas: The discussion was much, much better. I approved of the subject matter, and the speaker's frankness in his announcements. The topics would be too apathetic. The question-answer sessions would help Topic on Vietnam, environmental control, integration, etc.

Yvon Bleioe: I think this discussion would be much better, and more people would go to assembly. If we knew when the topic ahead of time, we could form better questions. The speaker should be an authority on his subject. I prefer campus-related subjects.

The Hilltop News is published weekly during three academic quarters by the students of LaGrange College. The phone number is 882-2991, extension 70. The address is Box 531, LaGrange College.
Winter Quarter Dean's List

The LC students earning academic honors for the winter quarter have been announced.

- Mills Engel of Jacksonville, Greenwood, S.C.; Nina of Fla.; Patricia Louise Fairfax of Elizer of Oxford; Mrs. Jean Augusta; Marcia Laurette Isaac Doll of Vincennes, Ind.; Cruze of Macon; Susan Diane Judy Ellen Borders of Acworth; Sandra Elizabeth Jacksonville, Fla.; Cheryl Akins academic dean, said these Pine Mountain; Steven Thomas Sammeth Bolding of LaGrange; Joanne Frances Albright of Savannah; Jeanne Blackmore of Orlando, Fla.; William McKay Blake of Tampa, Fla.; Mrs. Rosiland Patterson Kraemer of LaGrange; Judy Ellen Borders of LaGrange; Mary Jean Bowen of LaGrange; William Verne McGough of Esom Hill; McClarty of Esom Hill; Alice of Rome; Katherine Rogozinski of Jacksonville, Fla.; Sarah Beatrice Rush of Elton Trueblood discusses at the age old battle for human heart. "John Woolman began telling of the profound impact that a single person can make. This is just one example of the team's desire. When Stuart gets hit by the injury, the team will be much better.
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As of Friday, April 3, our LC tennis team has lost two matches, one to Appalachian State University, 0-9, and the other to West Georgia 3-6. However, this should not be very discouraging for fans. The team has a lot of potential and still remembers the Conference Tryout last year when it lost by one point to West Georgia on a technicality. This year, our team is very intent on being number two in the conference.
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B. S. U.

The BSU held a supper one night during the week of March 30-April 3 at Randall's Restaurant in LaGrange. The purpose was to elect new officers for the following year. One officer was elected, but the name will be withheld until all others are named.

Issues of the 70's

Pollution, Population, Peace, Poverty

William Aitwood, editor-in-chief of Look magazine, spoke on Saturday to the Editor's Club at LaGrange. Aitwood said that there would be four major issues in the 1970's: pollution, population, peace, and poverty. He said that they advocated change in the government, but he thought our system of government was basically sound and that revolution would not be necessary.

After his speech, this reporter was able to ask Mr. Aitwood a few questions.

Q. Sir, you made a statement in your speech that the Pentagon may have committed murder already—and that you didn't mean Mr. Lai. Would you please explain?

A. I was speaking in a figurative sense. I was talking about the war that the military has wanted to fight. For example, they just spent over a hundred million dollars for amphibious landing craft. There is no place in the world where a landing by American troops would be as effective as the landing craft like these.

Q. Some of the biggest advertisers in your magazine are big polluters, such as car manufacturers. If you're so anti-pollution, why do you continue this advertising?

A. Money, my dear. They'll find other places to advertise. People are going to buy new cars, regardless. I just bought a new car.

Wesley Fellowship

Wesley Fellowship Council meeting was held on April 1.

The purpose of the meeting was to appoint the nominating committee to dominate new officers for next year's production. This brings us to the issue at hand, this quarter's production. This quarter the Speech and Drama Department is going to produce "Oh, Calullas, Callaway Gardens." This well-known musical will also be put on in the auditorium at Callaway Gardens. It has a very good cast that will be directed in the next issue of the Hilltop News.

A. It's a political, mainly. They made up their minds to do it because they wanted to. They could raise the postage rates on magazines. Nixon's afraid of losing his right wing to Wallace.
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new car, and most of our star drivers overseas.

Q. How do you feel about the country's attitude toward the news media?

A. It's political, mainly. They made up their minds to do it because they wanted to. They could raise the postage rates on magazines. Nixon's afraid of losing his right wing to Wallace.
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William Aitwood, editor-in-chief of Look magazine, spoke on Saturday to the Editor's Club at LaGrange. Aitwood said that there would be four major issues in the 1970's: pollution, population, peace, and poverty. He said that they advocated change in the government, but he thought our system of government was basically sound and that revolution would not be necessary.

After his speech, this reporter was able to ask Mr. Aitwood a few questions.

Q. Sir, you made a statement in your speech that the Pentagon may have committed murder already—and that you didn't mean Mr. Lai. Would you please explain?

A. I was speaking in a figurative sense. I was talking about the war that the military has wanted to fight. For example, they just spent over a hundred million dollars for amphibious landing craft. There is no place in the world where a landing by American troops would be as effective as the landing craft like these.

Q. Some of the biggest advertisers in your magazine are big polluters, such as car manufacturers. If you're so anti-pollution, why do you continue this advertising?

A. Money, my dear. They'll find other places to advertise. People are going to buy new cars, regardless. I just bought a new car.
Mission Peggy Burch has been chosen "Hilltop Honey" for this week's edition of the Hilltop news. Peggy is a sophomore from Orlando, Florida. Her future plans include a major in elementary education. She enjoys skiing and sledding.

**Sigma Nu Pi**

Continued from Page 1

Tu Delt was designated as Zeta Beta, and is the fraternity's 11th chapter in the United States and Canada. The LC organization was organized on a local basis in 1963 after the college became coeducational. Its first name was Lambda Kappa, but two years later this was changed to Sigma Nu Pi. In 1968, the group became the first at LC to have its own fraternity house. The group became a Delta Tau Delta colony in November, but the usual probation period was waived by the fraternity's Arch Chapter. Other local officers of Delta Tau Delta, in addition to McLendon, are Dick Price, vice president; Dexter Croxton, secretary; Jeff Williams, treasurer; and Ken Scroggs, pledge educator.

**Environment — Biggest Threat**

The College Editors' Conference presented several noteworthy speakers. Foremost among these was Dr. Margaret Mead, a noted anthropologist. Speaking at a Sunday brunch, she said, "There is a new tremendous strain of urgency. People want to change things now... People over 35 are definitely in the older generation."

In relation to the problem of pollution, Dr. Mead stated, "In 1945...we figured if we survived 20 years, we'd had a pretty good chance of making it... We thought that man would find a way to clean up his waste. But now, we've let technology get away from us."

**Student Government**

(Continued From Page 1)

Women's Vice-President, Jan Sullivan, was declared ineligible for office. A new election for this office will be held at a later date. The Judicial and Legislative Council officers were then installed by Stevens. The Legislative Council remains incomplete, however until all campus organizations elect representatives to this body. The Judicial Council officers are Howard Staats, Susan Nolan, Kirby Farrington, Seniors; Bill Hodges, Tom Trayler, Sally Little, Juniors; Sandy Willis, Rebecca Sherrill and John Shickel, Sophomores. Three freshmen will be elected to the Council in September.

**MAY FURNITURE CO.**

230 MAIN ST.

TEL. 884-4623

LAGRANGE'S ONLY REAL DISCOUNT

FURNITURE STORE

**EXPERT RX**

SERVICE

**DAVIS PHARMACY**

Specializing in Prescription Service

REGISTERED PHARMACIST

ALWAYS ON DUTY

Davis Pharmacy

10 N. Court Sq.

**RHODES INC.**

SERVING THE SOUTH SINCE 1875

NATIONALLY FAMOUS FURNITURE,

APPLIANCES, CARPET, AND

ACCESSORIES

21 West Court Sq.

**LA GRANGE BANKING COMPANY**

LAGRANGE, GEORGIA

Serving LaGrange and Troup County

since 1914

Member FDIC

Your FULL SERVICE locally owned bank

**SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS FOR MEN AND WOMEN**

Exciting work at boys' and girls' camps - June 24 to August 23. Fine staff fellowship from all parts of the country and Europe. Openings include swimming, sailing, water skiing, motor boat driving, piano, folk music, canoeing, baseball and basketball coaches, tennis, science, woodwork. Located in culture area of Massachusetts and Maine. Fine salaries. Write fully, Robert Kinsey, Camp Taconic, 451 West End Ave, New York, N. Y. 10024.

**Conference (Continued From Page 1)**

the abolishment of capitalism.

Murray Bookchin, an author and the keynote speaker, called for the establishment of a "purely communitarian society." U.S. Secretary of Interior Walter Hickel was bombarded with objections when he appeared at a press conference. Robert Anderson, chairman of the board of Atlantic Richfield Oil Company, was sitting on the speaker's platform when a delegate sneaked behind him and poured a can of motor oil on him. This action was followed by cries of "Remember Santa Barbara."

A film was presented to the delegates which was entitled "The Virgin President," that was a direct slap in the face to the presidency of the United States. A second film was shown in which the hero was a policeman who murdered a policeman and then stole an airplane.

Panels on "Women's Liberation" were held which had little or nothing to do with pollution. When a report was read stating that the "Chicago 7" had been released on bail, it was met by cheering and wild applause.

There were some signs of hope, however. In the estimation of this reporter, only about 25% of the delegates could be termed "hard core" radicals. The majority of the delegates exhibited sentiments according to whichever way the wind was blowing.

**Hilltop Honey**

Serving LaGrange and Troup County since 1914

Your FULL SERVICE locally owned bank

** Sigma Nu Pi **

continued from page 1

Tu Delt was designated as Zeta Beta, and is the fraternity's 11th chapter in the United States and Canada. The LC organization was organized on a local basis in 1963 after the college became coeducational. Its first name was Lambda Kappa, but two years later this was changed to Sigma Nu Pi. In 1968, the group became the first at LC to have its own fraternity house. The group became a Delta Tau Delta colony in November, but the usual probation period was waived by the fraternity's Arch Chapter. Other local officers of Delta Tau Delta, in addition to McLendon, are Dick Price, vice president; Dexter Croxton, secretary; Jeff Williams, treasurer; and Ken Scroggs, pledge educator.

The college editors' conference presented several noteworthy speakers. Foremost among these was Dr. Margaret Mead, a noted anthropologist. Speaking at a Sunday brunch, she said, "There is a new tremendous strain of urgency. People want to change things now... People over 35 are definitely in the older generation."

In relation to the problem of pollution, Dr. Mead stated, "In 1945...we figured if we survived 20 years, we'd had a pretty good chance of making it... We thought that man would find a way to clean up his waste. But now, we've let technology get away from us."

In large part, this action was followed by cries of "Remember Santa Barbara."

A film was presented to the delegates which was entitled "..."..." which was a direct slap in the face to the presidency of the United States. A second film was shown in which the hero was a policeman who murdered a policeman and then stole an airplane.

Panels on "Women's Liberation" were held which had little or nothing to do with pollution. When a report was read stating that the "Chicago 7" had been released on bail, it was met by cheering and wild applause.

There were some signs of hope, however. In the estimation of this reporter, only about 25% of the delegates could be termed "hard core" radicals. The majority of the delegates exhibited sentiments according to whichever way the wind was blowing.

**Coke has the taste you never get tired of.**

Wayne Hudden, Bill McGough and Dennis Fosh represented the Hilltop News and LaGrange College at the 1970 College Editors' Conference in Washington, D. C.